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Application of kinetic inductance thermometers to x-ray calorimetry
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Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

A kinetic inductance thermometer is applied to x-ray calorimetry, and its operation over a wilderange of fre-
quencies and geometries is discussed. Three amplifier configurations are described, one using a superconducting

• quantum interference device (SQUID) amplifier, mother incorporating an FET amplifier in an amplitude modulated
system, and the third, using a tunnel diode frequency modulated oscillator circuit. The predicted pertbrmance of
each configurationis presented.

I.INTRODUCTION

We areinterestedh_fabricatingbroadbandx-raydetectorsoperatingbetween0.Iand I0 keV withthe
highestachievableenergyresolution.In principle,x-raymicrocalorimetersoperatingatcryogenictemperatm'es
shouldbe abletocoverthisenergybandwitha l eV resolution.1'2To date,12eV hasbe,en achievedusingresis-
tivesensorsthermallyconnectedtoan x-rayaosorbingmaterial.3 In_esedevices,theresistiveJohnsonnoiseof
thesensorisalwayspresentandisa li,,aitationtotheoverallperformance.To furtherimprovetheresolutionofthe
device,theJohnsonnoisemustbe reduced.IftheJohnsonandamplifiernoisecanbf..'educed,thetemperature
fluctuationnoisewilldominatethenoisespectnmtovera much largerrangein_xluencies.Experimentsare
ct:xtenflybeingcarriedout#lthcalorimetersusingdielectricsensors.4 Inprinciple,dielectriccalorimetersarefree
ofJohnsonnoise,andproducesignalstrensrthsfarabovetheremainingamplifiernoise.Anotherway tocircumvent
Johnsonnoiseisthroughtheuseofsuperconductingmaterials.Belowthecriticaltemperature,onlytheresidual
resistancefromsuperconductingmn'facesneedtobeconsidered,andtheyprovetoIA negligible.5 As suggestedby
McDonald,6 thetemperaturedependenceofthekineticinductanceina superconaucfingthinfilmcanbeutilizedas
a thermalsensor.Work hasbeeninitiatedtofabricatekineticinductancex-raycalorimeters,7buttherehasnotbeen
a discussionintheliteraturethatdescribeshow besttoapplykineticinductancethermomeuytox-raycalorunetry.
We describehereseveraltechniquesforoperatingkineticinductancex-raycalorimeters.

We begininSection2 by summarizingthegeneralpropertiesofkineticinductance.Section3 discussesthe
parametersofa hypotheticaldetectorwhichwe proposeasaprototypekineticinductancex-raycalorimeter.InSec-
don 4 we predicttheperform_ceof _e calorimeterwhen usedwithvariousamplifierconfigurations.These
includea SQUID amplifyingsystem,an amplitudemodulatedsystemwhichusesan FET amplifier,anda tmmel
diodefrequencymodulatedreadoutscheme.We concludeinSection5 withan appraisalof thepredictedperfor-
manceofeachconfigurationdiscus_d,andthemeritsanddisadvantagesofeachone.

2.THE KINETIC INDUCTANCE THERMOMETER

_' We describe a thermm sensor which makes use of the temperature dependent kinetic inductance of a thin-film
superconductor. Kinetic inductance arises from the inertial mass of the Cooper pairs in a superconductor. The
Cooper pair density varies with temperature, hence, the k;netic inductance also has a temperature dependence. The
inductive sensor consists of a superconducting stripline insulated from a groundplane by a thin dielectric layer;,such
a configurauon behaves as a finite transmission line. At frequencies that are small compared to 1/L'fL--C-,where L
and C az'ethe total inductance and electrical capacitance of the device, the impedance is strictly inductive.

In general, the total inductance for the device is

L,oua= go (/)"w g"+ Ls, coth("_a ) + L_ coth( ) . (1)
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Here, the subscripts d/, st and gprder to the dielectric, striplineand groundplanecomponents, respectively. The
thickness of each component is d, _, is the penetration depth, _ is the magnetic permeability of free space, and
Itr is the relative magnetic pemaeaLu,_y in the dielectric. The total length and width of the striphne are l and w,
respectively,

Equation I represents a sum of the magnetic inductance and the kinetic inductances of the stripline and the
groundplane. The dimensions of the stripline and groundplane are chosen such that dz,, << Xz_,,and d,r >> _.,r. In
this case, the stripline kinetic inductance becomes negligible compared to the grgundplane kinetic inductance. If the
thickness of the dielectric is made sufficiently small, the magnetic inductance (the first term in Equation I) will not
contribute to the total inductance. In this limit, the inductance reduces to

_(T)_.
Lk(T) = ).to(@),t --_. (2)

Here, MT)is the temperature dependent penetration depth of the groundplane. The explicit temperature depen-
dence of the penetration depth is based on the two fluid model:s

_,o
:)47)= ,I(1-(T/Tc)4) (3)

where L,, is the penetration length of the superconducting material at 0 K and Tc is the critical temperature of the
groundplane material. In the readout configurations considered here, a large (l/w)a ratio is used tO increar.eLt and
hence the signal to amplifier noise ratio of the sensor.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROPOSED DEVICES

[ ]As shown in Equation 3, the kinetic inductance has a temperature dependence of the form 1-(T/Tc)4 -1

where the oper_JSngtemperature, T, must not exceed Tc. As we will see in Section 4, the dependence of the signal
on Lt is a function of the specific amplifier/readout circuit scheme. In ali cases, the signal height is maximized if
the temperature is kept as close to Tc as possible. The optimum operating temperature depends on three coupled
par',,aneters,the heat capacity of the device, the maximum x.ray energy to be studied, and the desired energy resolu-
tion. The device featured here is designed to measure x-rays with energies up to 10 keV; the base temperat(.rre,
therefore, must be chosen so that a I0 keV x-ray will not raise the temperature above the critical temperature. The
heat capacity determines this temperature excursion and can be calculated from the expression for the energy reso-
lution in the phonon noise limit 8Et,,_,_,,(FWHM) = 2.35 _[kBT2C_. Here .':B is the Boltzmann constant, and Cv is
the total heat capacity of the device. For a calorimeter with a resolution of 1 eV o_'rating in the phonon noise
limit, the heat capacity of the, device at a base temperature of 100 mK is 3.4 x 10-_') J/K. Accounting for the tem-
perature dependence of the heat capacity (C, ,,: T3), the change in temperature due to absorption of a 10 kev x-ray
is then 25 mK. Such a large temperature excursion means that the base temperature of the device must be held
below 0.75 Tc. At this temperature, the penetration depth (Equation 3) changes slowly with temperature. For most

x-ray energies, the sensor signal will be much smaller than it would be with a device operating closer to the critical
temperature. Therefore, rather than pressing for a resolution of I eV, the device featured here has about ten times
more heat capacity, and a theoretical resolution of 3 eV. The resulting temperature excursion for a 10 kev photon
is then reduced to 6 mK, allowing the operating temperature to shift from 0.75 Tc to 0.95 Tc. The larger heat capa- ,_
city also allows the detector to have a larger area. That permits a bigger l/w )atio of the stripline, and conse-
quently, a larger kinetic inductance. The re.suiting sensor will have an improved signal to amplifier noise ratio, and
will be more likely to achieve its 3 eV phonon noise limit.

Our hypothetical detector, as shown in Figure 1, uses iridium as the superconducting groundplane with a Tc =
0.11 K. 9 To operate in the kinetic inductance limit, we choose ,,,n iridium groundplane thickness of 4 nra. This
thickness is 10% of the minimum penetration depth. The iridium is evaporated onto a diamond substrate, followed
by a silicon monoxide dielectric layer and then a niobium stripline. This detector system can be fabricated with a
variety of x-ray absorber materials.
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L +S__ oi'tl_ proposed3eVdJ_r.

The thin film thermometer can be applied direcdy to a bulk absorber, or to a substr_ '_th an absorber deposited
on the opposite side. 2 Possible x-ray absorbers include low band gap materials such as HgCdTe, HgT¢, or super-
conductors such as Nb or Sn. We have chosen 30 I_m of niobium for this example because it is easy to fabricate.

Its absorption efficiency at 10 keV is 84% and almost 100% at 6 keV. The dimensions (l × w × d) of the 3 eV
detector operating at 0.95 Tc, together with the maximum heat capacity contributions from each component arc
given in Table 1 below:

TABLE 1

Hypothetical Kinetic Inductance Calorimeter with a 3 ¢,V Energy Resolution

Components Dimensions Cv(J/K)

t

Stripline (Nb) 16 cm x 2 I.tm x 200 nm 7.87 × 10-16

Dielectric (SiO) 1 rmn × 1 mm × 100 nm 8.54 × 10-t7

Groundplane(Ir) 1 mm x 1 mm x 4 nm 3.83 x 10-t4

Substrate (Diamond) 1 mm x 1 mm × 30 btm 2.14 x 10-15

AbsorbeKNb) 1 mm x 1 mm x 30 lain 3.69 × 10-13
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4. AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATIONS

A variety of readout schemes are possible for the devices described above, each transforming the temperature
changes to useful electronic signals. We discuss below a SQUID design that outputs a current signal, and two AC
designs which read out a voltage signal and a frequency signal, respectively.

4.1. SQUID systems

We first consider a circuit using a DC SQUID as the amplifier. The configuration is shown in Figure 2. The

superconducting stripline, represented by Lk, is connected in parallel with the SQUID pick up coil, L,q. The current
in this circuit divides such that ltlljt,t = L,q/Lt. When a photon is absorbed in the calorimeter, there is a change in
Li, which is detected as a change in I_. The resulting current pulse, A/,q is

i ' LZ"2"
, 1

whez'eLt, is tl_ kinetic in_c_a'l_e at the base temperature, r_,, and Ib is the bias current. L_(E) is the value of the
kinetic inductance attained after !_heabsorption of ali x-ray of energy E. The base-line current, lh, passing through
the superconducting groundplane' is chosen such that it will never exceed its critical value for any x-ray encoun-
ter. I

/

_. _ I b

Lsq

Figure 2. Kinetic inductance calorimeter in a SQUID amplifier circuit

For the device ll/n " ' .... ' . ]

_J

ca_.dL_qi_/bo_iSnSet_!ili_!___ecall_i_'__ :!oi_i! a_g_ni_mn_i;n dmt_uet_b_Y__, _g!u_rL! ,
sonable prediction of results.

Applying Equation 4 to the 3 eV detector, and given a SQUID pick up coil inductance of L_ = 2 Itri, the
largest signal obtainable at 10 keV is approximately 0.2 mA. This presents a problem for a commercial SQUID
feedback system. The DC SQUID manufactured by Biomagnetic Technologies Incorporation (BTi), for example,
has a maximum tracking _ of 100 mA/s. The cun_nt pulse from the x-ray calorimeter (with a rise time of
approximately 1 Its) has an initial rate of approximately 2 x 105 mA/s. Consequently, the SQUID will lose phase
lock and produce significant measurement errors.



A remedy to the loss of the phase lock problem is to slow down the signals with a thermal or electrical resis-
lance. A weak thermal link between the absorber and the kinetic inductance thermomexer could be constructed to

slow down the, temperature response of the thermometer. Alternatively, an electrical resistance in parallel with Lk
and L,q will also slow the ram of current c"hangein the thermometer. The value of the resistor is chosen such that
the steepest slope of the the filtered signal (the initial dse) corresponds to the maximum slew of th_ SQUID (see
Figure 3).

_" Ideal
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Figure 3. Effect of a resistive filter on the output signal.

A resistance on the order of 10-4 Q is sufficient to slow down the pulses and avoid loss of phase lock in the
SQUID system. In this case, the thermometer continues to heat up at the original rate, but the SQUID only reads a
fraction of the full amplitude of the thermal pulse profile. The signal to phonon noise is unaffected while die noise
from the SQUID (SEsQvto = 0.062 eV) is still less than the phonon noise contribution (SEt,so,_ = 3 eV). Here, we
have assumed that the BTi DC SQUID has a flat noise spectrum of 1.5 pA/H4-H_over a band width of 5000 Hz.

To avoid the limitations of the commercial SQUID system, a customized SQUID system can be considered as
a replacement. One possibility is to design a faster slew rate system where the tracking speed is fast enough to!
accommodate the fast x-ray pulses, and the signal does not have to be attenuated.L° In add;don, the state of the art

SQUIDs hav, significantly lower noise, lt may also be possible to include the kinetically inductive stripline ins/de
,. the SQUID loop, instead of coupling it to the loop as shown in Figure 2. In this case, the signal will be indicated

by a phase shift within the SQUID loop instead of a change in induced magnetic flux. By building the thermometer
inside the amplifier, there would be no loss of signal due to the coupling to the SQUID. The design of such a
detector, however, is outside of the scope of this study.

4.2. FET configuration

For this configuration we operate in a frequency range where the impedance of the stripline is large enough to
generate a measurable voltage signal. The circuit is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Circuit of a kinetic inductancecalorimeter with an FET amplifiercircuit.

A bias currentis produced by connecting an RF generator in series with a load, Zt,. The voltage across the sWipline
is

Z (T)
V(T) =V, ) + ZL (5)

Here V, is the voltage level of the RF generatorand ZK(T) is the impedance of the detector stripline:

ZK(T) = i__-c tan (ta'4L(T)C ) , (6)

where C is the total electrical capacitancebetween the swipline and the groundplaae. The values of _ and V, are
chosen to optimize the signal while maintainingcurrentthrough the striplinebelow the critical current. For simpli-
city, in this example, we choose to make Zt, a resistor,capacitive or inductive loads could also be use_ The lohn-
son noise generated by the resistor is smaller than the noise of the FET and therefore makes a negligible contribu- _:
tion to the total noise.

To optimize the signal to noise, the resonantnatureof the stripline must be considered carefully. The induc-
tance, L (T), in the equationabove is the total inductanceas described in Equation3. The operatingfrequency, m, is
chosen so thatthe maximum change in inductanceL, will never cause the voltage signal to resonate. At the same
time, the currentsrunning throughthe striplinemust not exceed the critical currentof the superconductingmaterial.

The optimal operating frequency for this detector is 4.2 MHz. Using a bandwidth of 5 kHz, and assuming
that the dominant non-thermalnoise source is derived from the FET amplifier, which has a fiat noise specmun of 2
nV/H_-_-z,the electronic contributionto the energyresolution is always less than28 meV.

4.3. Tunnel diode oscillator circuit

A tunnel diode oscillator circuit has been used to measure kinetic inductance._1 For the oscillator circuit
shown in Figure 5, the resonancefrequencyis

= _(llLC) [1 + (R2CiL)] ('7)



When the photon is absorbedby the device, its temperatureincreases from Fb_, to T(E), inducinga change in the
kinetic inductance, thus altering the resonance frequency. The change in frequencycan be detected using a phase-
locked-loop detector. Given a high Q, and incorporatingthe temperaturedependence of L into .Equation7, the fol-
lowing frequencysignal is obtained:

1 1

Aco=(Vz,O )c (8)

A detailed discus_ion of )he theory of the tunnel diodes and their basic operationscan be found in the litera-
, ture.t2 The main fe,a0_'e to note is that with careful biasing, the tunnel diode can operate as a low noise oscillator.

The only sources of noise come from the residual resistance from the tank circuit (see Figure 5) and the voltage
noisefrom the tunnel diode. _3

t

ii ,i

I I°°"
i de,or i

V_.___._. r> I _ _Tunnel cllode

, ,

Figure 5. Tunnel diode oscillator circuit.

The tunnel diode noise is subdivided into Johnson and shot noise. Johnson noise originates from the series
resistance, R,, that varies according to the specific tunnel diode used. It has a typical value of a few ohms.
Numerically, for a typical diode operating at 15 MHz, the, shot and Johnson noise are 1.7 x 10-.9V / _ and
5.0 x 10-lz V / H4_z, reslxcti_'ely. Only the shot noise contributes.

To determine the electronic noise contribution for the tunnel diode oscillator circuit, we note that for any fre-
)' quency co, the frequency noise, 8(o, is given by 8oYc0(T)= 8V/V. Here, 8V is the voltage noise in the device and

V is the voltage amplitude of the oscillations. For a typical tunnel diode, V is approximately 300 mV and 8V _
dominated by the shot noise. 'I_e equivalent 8Eoo,_ for a 5 kHz bandwidth should be below 7 meV for a 3 eV
detector. Here, we have assumed that the p'hase-locked.loop would not contribute to the total noise.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have analyzed the potential performanceof an x-ray calorimeterusing a kinetic inductance
thermometer. The overall results are presented in Table 2 below, and in Figure 6.
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TABLE 2

ContributiontoEnergyResolutionbyElectronicNoise,

Device 3 eV detector

BTi SQUID with Filter 0.062 eV
FET Amplifier Circuit 0.028 eV
Tunnel Diode 0.007 eV b

10-
=..R-o,u,L. I' I 1 I' 1' i ' I J I l=_,o,j...., , ........>

(1) _-

= 1_-=--
O = __.

O
.1 --=="FilteredBTiSQUID

•01 L--Tu.nolDiodeOl_llmor __._.__ ,
C_ --

lE:

uj .ool , I_ I,__I, l!l_. I_. I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

X-ray Energy(keV)
Figure 6. Energy resolution of each configuration over a 10 keV range

In every case, the electronic noise is significantly below the 3 eV phonon noise. The tunnel diode oscillator
circuit proved, in theory, to be the best candidme since it gives the higl_est signal to electronic noise results.
Despite the nonlinearities inherent in the FET circuit near the resonant frequency, the bET circuit is still a valid
alternative. S;_:'-.ethe bET configuration is similar to that used in the resistive calorimetry systems, it can be easily
implemented into existing resistive systems and tested once the device is fabricated. Although the commercial
SQUIDs have an intrinsic slew rate limitation, their non-thermal noise contribution to the total is still negligible. T
Since the confignradons with the lowest electronic noise are most likely to produce phonon noise limited results, ali
three designs considered here will have the possibility of out-performing tke existing resistive calorimeters; there-
fore, ali are likely candidates as thermometers in the actual fabrication of the device. In particular, the FET and
tunnel diode methods offer simple and promising alternatives to SQUID systems for measuring kinetic inductance,
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